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Abstract

The identification of power groups that act within the political structure is a tool for citizens and also a challenging
research topic as an unstable and complex force of interests system. This paper presents metrics based on sociologist
Manuel Castells’ Network Theory of Power that reflect key factors for evaluating power: the imbalance between
relationships; the ability to program the rules and protocols of the network; and the ability to serve as a switcher
between two or more networks. A case study was developed using a network built on data from Brazilian Elections
about electoral donations since 2002. The application of the metrics enabled to highlight some of the corporate and
party interests dominant in the Brazilian context. The proposed metrics reflect the main contribution of this work: an
approximation between sociology theory and topological analysis of a network. The use of domain knowledge
combined with bottom-up strategies can leverage the comprehension of power and influence in political networks.
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1 Introduction
Social power is an important concept to understand the
actions taken within a particular context. The analysis of
how much power one actor has over another is crucial to
undercover the interests to which these actions are subor-
dinate. When the agents are members of the government,
they have the potential to affect millions of people and
shape society. The identification of power groups that act
within the political structure is a tool for citizens to face
the debate with a critical and informed position. As the
world move to a radical concentration of power in the
hands of a few oligarchs, the study of its mechanisms is
fundamental to activists and social movements to elabo-
rate counter-power initiatives. The political context also
offers a challenging and complex scenario for research:
balance in relations are always changing; news political
agents thrive; old politicians retire; pressure from the
citizens can remove a politician from duty; corporations
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try to manipulate laws or market regulations in their ben-
efit; elections can renew or change completely those who
have power positions.
Power is frequently used interchangeably with influence

and authority. It is necessary to remember classical soci-
ological definitions to perceive the subtle differences
between them: in [1] power is defined as potential
influence and authority as a temporary power related to
a specific role. Social influence and, more specifically,
its propagation through networks, have gathered a lot of
attention in computer science over the last years [2–6],
leveraged by the amount of data available online. Social
influence analysis aims at qualitatively and quantitatively
measuring the influence of one person on others. The
main problems in the area are (i) how to quantify the
influence of each user and (ii) how to identify the so-
called power elite - the key decision makers in a network.
There are several definitions of influence and methods
for calculating influence scores for different empirical
purposes [7].
SNA (Social Network Analysis) is a field of research

founded on sociology, physics, biology, mathematics, and
computer science [8]. Analysts use mathematical models
and graph theory to extract knowledge from data-built
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networks. The construction of the network is an arbi-
trary abstraction guided by scientists who decide what a
node is and how the connections between nodes aremade,
for example using followers in social media applications
[9–11] or co-authored academic papers [12–14]. From the
connections, the most important nodes are determined by
metrics like PageRank [15], betweenness centrality [16],
among many others. In most of the studies, the network
structure (or topology) reveals the influence dynamics in
a bottom-up approach.
However, there are many possibilities still open, and the

present study aims to add to the discussion on the evalua-
tion of power and influence in social networks by applying
a top-down approach. The research question is: how can
we measure power in a political network using concepts
from sociology, more specifically from Manuel Castells’
theory?
Using concepts from Castells’ A Network Theory of

Power [17], we developed a set of metrics for evaluat-
ing power in a political network. The choice of Castells
was motivated by the gap between his works and SNA
literature: despite being a major specialist in theoriz-
ing our contemporary world as a network society, he
is not mentioned as a key player by SNA researchers.
Manuel Castells is perhaps the most influential sociolo-
gist in the analysis and understanding of contemporary
society as a networked society. His trilogy The Informa-
tion Age: Economy, Society and Culture[18] is a milestone
in terms of theorizing the concept of a social network,
how this abstraction fits the contemporary world, and the
economic and individual implications of this concept. In
spite of this, the interface of his work with the area of
Social Network Analysis is small, as detailed in [19]. The
author highlighted that the silence is reciprocal: Castells
neither refers to classic literature from SNA nor is he
cited by it as the important network theorist that he is.
The gap has a methodological explanation. SNA scientists
focused on formal mathematical modeling, computational
methods, diagrams and matrices to study networks, thus
emphasizing micro-structures and patterns. On the other
hand, Castells was concerned aboutmacro-structures that
explain the connected society and did not address individ-
ual social ties.
Castells considers network theory to be a unifying lan-

guage between the natural, human and social sciences,
in consonance with Barabási [8, 20] and other social net-
working scientists [6]. But his emphasis is on ontology
rather thanmethodology, and instead of focusing on train-
ing mechanics and structural dynamics, he turned to the
sociological aspects of the network. While he believes
that macroeconomic and social structure conditions the
connections between individuals, social network analy-
sis scientists analyze the connections and try to get the
macro-structure from them.

The analysis of political processes has become an impor-
tant part of network analysis and the political-economic
analysis performed by Castells opens up the thematic link-
ages and the discussion of the power of global business,
the state and interest groups within political networks
[19]. A key aspect of power, according to Castells’ formu-
lation [17], is the policy-making power held by elected
politicians.
Thus, using Castells’ concepts, we incorporate and com-

bine previous knowledge of the domain (in our case, polit-
ical networks) and topology information. It is an attempt
to address the challenge of capturing the rich process
resulting from an interplay between agents’ behaviour and
their dynamic interactions within a political and economic
network [21].
To evaluate our strategy, we built a political network

that included Brazilian politicians, political parties, and
their main campaign donors. We applied the metrics to
the network and compared our findings with a list of most
influential politicians in Brazil, published every year by a
nonpartisan organization.
This article is a substantially extended and reviewed

version of [22]. The metrics are redesigned to better
encompass concepts from Castell’s theory. In this article,
we compare our findings with related work on influence
and power that are based on topological properties of the
network. We consider a rebuilt version of the network,
expanding the data to all elections since 2002, including
local governments and defeated candidates. The analysis
was conducted over time, revealing the political network
dynamics and changes. The results show valuable insights
for a critical perspective of the electoral system in Brazil,
that can also be applied to other scenario.
Concerning the structure of this article, in Section 2,

we review classic sociological concepts for power analysis
and summarize Manuel Castells’ theory. Still in the same
section, we discuss some works that measure the influ-
ence or find the top influential users in social network
research. In Section 3, we present the set of metrics and
rules for network construction. In Section 4, we describe
the process of data gathering, cleaning and analyzing data
based on the metrics. In Section 5, we show the results
of the analysis of the Brazilian political scenario. Finally,
in Section 6, we highlight the limitations of our work and
point out potential future work.

2 Background and related work
The power of an individual is broadly discussed in many
fields of knowledge, including economy, philosophy, soci-
ology, and psychology. Since our goal is to study power
on political and economic social networks, this section
focuses on authors who discuss the social aspect of power.
Based on the studied authors, we can summarize power
as the chance to impose one’s will on someone else
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within a social context [1, 17, 23–26]. Although shortly
defined, power is difficult to measure. Richard Emerson,
in his classical Network-Dependence Theory [27] high-
lighted that it is common for one person to dominate
another while being subservient to a third one. Thus, it
is questionable to think about a generalized power. To
say that a person has power is incomplete unless over
whom is also clarified. Thus, power should be a prop-
erty of a relationship, not an absolute property of an
agent. Still to Emerson, it is a relational property that
depends on resource exchange and possession and it can
be measured by the imbalance when one side is more
dependent on the relationship than the other. Actors with
multiple potential negotiation partners are perceived as
powerful in their network. Relationships of power are
deeply unstable and changeable. It leads to a constant
clash between multiple forces in a network, and this
directs us to the ideas of Castells, discussed briefly in the
next section.

2.1 Manuel Castells’ Network Theory of Power
Castells’ theory of network society is essentially about the
impact of informationalism on the economy, covering a
wide range of issues from the conditions of the infor-
mational economy, globalization, industrial organization,
changes in work and employment, and the emerging space
of flows [18]. It is a political economy-oriented macro-
analysis of the tensional relationship between the net-
works of informational economy and historically-rooted
identities. Two key concepts in his framework are network
and power and it is important to review the development
of these ideas to contextualise our work.
His first statements about network logic appear in The

Informational City [28]. He pointed out that new infor-
mation technologies provided the basis for a change with
major impact: spatially based relations of production were
about to be substituted by flows of information and power
in a much more flexible and connected system of pro-
duction. This connected society, a progressive capitalist
society, allows capital to become stronger by making
networks, while the working mass becomes weaker with
increasing individualism.
Later, in the concluding section of the first volume of

the trilogy The Information Age: Economy, Society and
Culture, the network concept was further elaborated and
presented as a corollary: “a network is a set of intercon-
nected nodes. A node is the point at which a curve inter-
sects itself. What a node is, concretely speaking, depends
on the kind of concrete networks of which we speak” [18].
He mentions concrete networks as examples of his state-
ments: stock exchange markets; political elites in political
networks; broadcasting systems; computer-aided com-
munications and social network service providers in the
global network of media.

In the second volume of the trilogy, he applied the idea
of network to the analysis of the state, following the axiom
that if networks have become the most important form
of social organization, this must also apply to the state.
The network state emanates from the complex networks
of power, being manifested in a multilevel and multisector
decision-making system based on negotiations [29].
In his book Communication Power, Castells continues

the analysis of the network society from a power per-
spective. He argues that global social networks make use
of global digital communication as a fundamental source
of power and counter-power in contemporary society.
Power is associated with coercion, domination, violence
or potential violence, and asymmetry in the relations.
Finally, in his article A Network Theory of Power [17],

he details sources and mechanisms of power. He states
that the possession and exchange of valuable resources
are a power determinant and also emphasizes two fun-
damental abilities required to gain power in a network:
switching and programming. For Castells, power follows
the logic of network construction. “In a networked world,
the ability to exercise control over others lies in two basic
mechanisms: (a) the ability to program or reprogram net-
works in terms of their goals and protocols; and (b) the
ability to connect and secure cooperation between dif-
ferent networks by combining resources while isolating
others through strategic competition” [17]. These skills
are named as programming and switching, respectively. To
understand these concepts, we have to detail what Castells
calls network protocols: the standards of communication
determine the rules to be accepted once in the network.
Once the rules are set, they become compelling for all
nodes in the network. The programmers are key actors
who decide what are network goals and what protocols
members must follow. The process differs from network
to network.
Politicians are holders of programming power intrinsi-

cally based on their function in society: they define laws,
apply military force, and social welfare programs, but they
depend on winning the competition to access political
office and to accomplish this, they must employ huge
amounts of money in electoral campaigns. They must
articulate the diversity of interests of campaign donors
to maximize their autonomy, but at the same time, raise
funds to increase their chances of seizing political power.
Once in power, they are the programmers of political pro-
cesses and policy making. Even then, the clash of forces
continues: the judiciary exercises networking power by
gate-keeping access to political positions and regulating
procedures; political decision relies on media to commu-
nicate with the public and get support; media owners
are not passive transmitters of political instructions: they
distribute biased political programs according to their
specific interests as media organizations. This interface
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between political networks and media networks is an
example of switching power. It is the control over the
connecting points between various strategic networks.
When switchers become aligned in oligarchic domination,
the dynamism and initiative of multiple sources of social
structure suffocate. This is why the government should
not control the media and reciprocally, media owners do
not became political leaders. This can be extended to the
relationships between religious leaders andmedia owners,
and between politicians and rural corporations. Switching
functions, and therefore switchers, play a central role to
understanding power making [17].
We can summarize the concepts from Castells’ theory

that we use on our metrics in three aspects:

• nodes are connected by the exchange of resources
that are valuable for the network;

• when a node has the capability to change network
rules it is a powerful node;

• the most crucial ability in a networked society is the
ability to bridge two or more different networks.

By reducing the gap between network topology studies
and Manuel Castells’ theory, we approximate bottom-up
and top-down approaches.We claim that SNA can benefit
from this combination of topological features and domain
knowledge. In the next section, we review metrics used in
SNA literature for influence and power. The gap explained
in the beginning of this section is well-illustrated when we
move the discussion from macro theory to patterns and
formulas.

2.2 Influence analysis background from social network
analysis research

A directed network(N) can be defined using its node set
and the adjacency weightedmatrix. Formally,N = (V ,W ),
where V is the node set and W = [

Weightij
]
n∗n is the

adjacency weighted matrix, it is common [2–4] to use
Weight(edgeab)/OutWeight(a) or some proportional vari-
ation to compute authority of node a over node b, where
OutWeight(a) is the sum of edge weights with source
on node a. PageRank uses the transition probabilities
between nodes in a Markov process and gets the author-
ity rank from the stationary distribution. In [30] the focus
is on the relationship between PageRank and social influ-
ence. The argument is that the authority (or PageRank)
of a node is a collection of its influence on the network.
As stated in [31], it is still not well understood what the
evaluation models for social influence studies are and the
research field is still on its preliminary stages.
The authors’ goal in [32] is to identify top-k influential

(or powerful) nodes in a society as a whole. They propose
a method for including nodes in the network and gather-
ing data from various data sets, such as top foundations

and corporations’ executive boards, all in Denmark. They
applied a clustering algorithm to the resulting network
based on a weighting scheme to find out the top-k pow-
erful nodes. To validate their approach, they studied the
relationship between this cluster and topological metrics
like centrality and PageRank. With the same goal, [33]
used a model based on a structural diversity assumption: a
node is more likely to be influenced if impacted by nodes
from different groups of neighbours. Our work differs
from all the studies previously described because they do
not use domain knowledge and they do not use the sociol-
ogists’ theories. All the findings are based on topological
features, in a strict bottom-up approach.
We propose to use top-level theory to identify which

topological feature should be considered in the calcu-
lations and to use domain knowledge explicitly. As an
example, similar to our proposed strategy, the authors in
[34] use well known social network metrics, like central-
ity and PageRank, to determine roles each criminal has in
a money laundering network. The link between topologi-
cal metrics and top-level roles was only possible through
the cooperation of investigators with field knowledge of
laundering methods, an approximation between domain
knowledge, and bottom-up metrics. This mixed strategy
generated excellent results with real world datasets and is
quite similar to the path we follow in this study.

3 Metrics definition
We propose an evaluation of power specific to political
networks that is an enhancement of what was proposed
in [22]. Degree has generally been extended to correspond
to the sum of weights when analyzing weighted networks
and labeled node strength, or Wdegree. The modeled net-
work is built from resource exchanges in real world. The
amount of money (or other resource traded) is indicated
by edge weights and the edge is directed and follow the
same direction of the resource flow. Thus, a directed net-
work is constructed. However, the volume of exchanged
resources cannot be considered the only indication of the
power of a node, as we need to find which is themost pow-
erful part in the deal is and this, according to the selected
underlying theory, depends on the complete exchange
network of each of the nodes.
The political influence of node a over node b is defined

in Eq. (1), where Wedgeab is the volume of resources
transferred from a to b, and Windegreeb is the weighted
indegree of node b, or the total amount of resources b
received from its exchange partners. It means how much
partner a is important to b. The bigger the number, the
bigger is the influence of a on b decisions.

politicalinfluenceab = Wedgeab
Windegreeb

(1)
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Table 1 � factor table

Role �

President 7

Vice President 4

State Governor 6

Vice State Governor 3

City Mayor 2

Deputy Mayor 1

Senator 5

Federal Deputy 4

State Deputy 3

Alternate Senator and Deputy 1

Symmetrically, bargain indicates how much partner b
is important to a. If node a has few exchange alternative,
b has negotiation benefits, as defined in Eq. (2), where
W outdegreea is the weighted outdegree of node a, or total
amount of distributed resources.

bargainba = Wedgeab
Woutdegreea

(2)

Finally, the imbalance in this relation is what defines
the power associated with the edge. More potential part-
ners means more power and more dependence means less
power. The power acquired by the exchanges from a to b
can be defined in Eq. (3).

poweredgeab = (
politicalinfluenceab − bargainba

) ∗ Wedgeab
(3)

The closer to zero, more balanced is the relation. Pos-
itive values mean the node who sends the resource, a, is
more powerful and negative values indicate that the des-
tination node, b, is more powerful. If the inverse relation
(poweredgeba) is needed, the result should be multiplied
by -1. This calculation reflects all the relations in the
exchange network, since the results change for all the sur-
rounding relations if a single edge is changed. The power
of node a is the sum of each power relation with all M
nodes in a network, as stated in Eq. (4).

powera =
M∑

n=1
poweredgean (4)

To encompass the programming and switching abilities
we propose that in an exchange network, switching power
can be denoted in two ways: (i) if a node gathers and
redistributes resources to other nodes within the same
network and (ii) if a node exchanges with various sectors
of society. The first is evaluate by the relation between the
distributed amount (W outdegree) and the total amount
exchanged by the node (W degree). For the second, we
need to show how different the exchange partners of a
node are and then use top-level domain knowledge, if any.
Consider each node has an attribute indicating to which
religious or economic sector it belongs. We then add a
tuning parameter δ for diversity, meaning the number of
different sectors a node has exchanged with and in this
way modeling Castell’s switching concept. For program-
ming (or node capacity to define rules and protocols in the
network), we use a tuning parameter �a. So, finally, Eq. 4
can be adjusted and Power defined in Eq. (5).

Powera = δa ∗ �a ∗
M∑

n=1
poweredgean (5)

4 Gathering and cleaning data from Brazilian
elections

Brazil’s multi-party system allows the creation of a
new party with 1 million signatures. As a result, as of
December 2017, there are almost 40 political parties in
Brazil. However, we can distinguish three major par-
ties that remained in power in the last four decades:
PT(center-left ideology), PSDB(center-right ideology) and
PMDB/MDB(right ideology). Brazil is facing a critical
moment: important politicians, since state governors and
senators are being prosecuted, facing corruption charges,
and eventually going to jail. The investigations show that
many campaign donations are in fact bribes or payment
for some illegal benefit1. Donations from corporations
and persons to a party or directly to a candidate were

Table 2 Network evolution

2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

Number of nodes 11,200 25,635 33,521 48,194 59,815 81,896 92,225 1,040,182

Number of edges 11,234 11,531 18,134 19,389 33,235 24,997 31,353 22,972

Diameter 18 20 20 23 16 21 18 22

Average path length 6.169 7.272 6.364 7.8252 6.272 7.552 6.535 7.293

Modularity 0.826 0.954 0.809 0.943 0.796 0.957 0.823 0.967

Weakly connected components 4070 18014 22,257 34,216 39,991 58,281 72,439 89,223
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Fig. 1 Network evolution - local elections

legal until 2014. In 2016 elections, regulation was stricter
and corporate donations forbidden and personal dona-
tions were limited to ten thousand Brazilian Reais, except
for the case of candidates using their own money.

Fig. 2 Network evolution - general elections
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To evaluate these metrics, we built a network based
on open data of the Brazilian government extracted
from the Supreme Electoral Court [35]. Brazilian law
guarantees that all Brazilian citizens have access to
any public information unless explicitly classified (Law
n◦ 12,527, 12/18/2011). Candidates to public legisla-
tive or executive positions must deliver the report of
their expenses as well as income during electoral cam-
paigns, but this raw data is difficult to visualize and
analyze. The goal of this case study is to make clear
power relations that can be inferred from the campaign
donations.
The database contains information on campaign dona-

tions since 2002 elections. The data is unstructured in
flat (.csv) files. The network has nodes that represent
candidates, political parties and donors. These nodes
are connected by edges that represent financial transac-
tions (campaign donations) and the weight of the edges
is the amount involved in the transaction. Since 2014,
resources can be transferred between parties and candi-
dates explicitly. In these cases, two edges were created:
one for the original exchange and another for the trans-
fer of resources. As we want to analyze network dynamics
over time, each edge and node were created with temporal
timestamps.
For the switching δ factor, we use the economic activ-

ity information present in the dataset. For each different
activity in the related nodes, we add one to δ. For exam-
ple, a politician with donors from construction industry,
retail industry and food industry would have δ equal to
three.
For the programming � factor, to each political role was

assigned an arbitrary value indicating the importance and
decision power of each position, as showed in Table 1. The
programming factor is temporary: when a candidate wins
an election, the programming power is valid during the
years of his term (usually 4 years, except for senators, who
have 8 years).
Data cleaning removed duplicated nodes and grouped in

the same node all the legal committee of the same political
party. Data cleaning was particularly challenging and a lot
of inconsistencies were detected, for example, candidates
and donors without proper identification. The network
considers only donations over ten thousand Brazilian
Reais.
The result is a network with 103,345 nodes and 128,288

edges, distributed over the last fifteen years.We use Gephi
software to generate visualizations and metrics of the
network and MySQL combined with Python scripts to
perform data cleaning and metrics calculation.

5 Results
For the presentation of our results, we go from gen-
eral to more detailed information, showing different

aspects our metrics can encompass. First, we show gen-
eral information and evolution of Brazilian electoral
campaign financing numbers from 2002 to 2016 and
how this political and economic network evolved in
time using a few SNA metrics. We also detail the pro-
file of big campaign donors and the economic sectors
they represent. Thereafter we evaluate our metrics com-
paring the top 100 Congressman (Senators and Fed-
eral Deputies) with a well-known list published every
year by a non-partisan organisation, with good results.
After this validation we present top donors and politi-
cal parties according to our power metric and analyze
the relation between power and amount donated and
received by them. Finally, we choose two famous Brazil-
ian politicians and go into details of their poweredges,
indicating each power relation they have with campaign
donors.

5.1 General overview through time
We would like to share some general insights from our
data, only possible after the cleaning process and the
analysis of elections data along the years.
There has been a significant growth in the amount

of money donated to political parties, specially after
2008. This growth can be glimpsed in the network:
Table 2 shows the evolution of SNA metrics over the
years.
The evolution of the network thorough time is also

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
network for local elections years and Fig. 2 shows the gen-
eral elections years. Both figures were created using the
Yifan Hu distribution algorithm [36].
The financial numbers are big and increasing: con-

sidering donation amount since 2002, all the top 50
Brazilian politicians received over 20 million Brazil-
ian Reais (6 million dollars) in direct donations, not
considering donations received through their political
parties. Many of them appear every four years, renew-
ing their power positions. The amount of money each
one received rises dramatically after 2008 as seen in
Fig. 3, even considering inflation2. Three major politi-
cal parties (PMDB, PSDB and PT) are highlighted on
the chart. New regulations forced numbers down in
2016.
As examples of that growth: Marconi Perillo, the cur-

rent governor of the state of Goiás, ran in 2002, 2006,
2010 and 2014 elections and received around 9, 13, 29
and 25 million Brazilian Reais (2.7, 3.9, 8.8 and 7.5 million
dollars) respectively. Carlos Alberto Richa, another state
governor, ran in 2002, 2008, 2010 and 2014 elections and
received around 2, 6, 23 and 25 million Brazilian Reais
(0.6, 1.8, 6.9 and 7.5 million dollars) respectively. This
behaviour is a pattern repeated many times among the top
politicians.
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Fig. 3 Amount donated to political parties. Evolution over the years

Fig. 4 Big contributors total amount - general elections

Fig. 5 Big contributors by sector - general elections
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Fig. 6 Big contributors total amount - local elections

The profile of the main donors also changed in time.
We selected the top 30 donors each year and grouped
them by economic activity. General elections - when sen-
ators, deputies, governors and the president are elected -
occurred in years 2002, 2006, 2010 and 2014. Local
elections - when mayors and city councilmen are elected
- occurred in 2004, 2008, 2012 and 2016. There were
some differences in the behaviour of the top donors in
these two kind of elections. The results seen in Figs. 4
and 5 show that in general elections there was a con-
stant rise in the total amount donated by these heavy
donors and also a dramatic rise of influence from food
industry. On the other hand, local elections showed a
big explosion of the amount donated in 2012, simul-
taneously with a concentration of political parties as
distributors of the money. We do not see corporate
investment as dominant in these years as they are
in general elections years. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate
these findings. One possible interpretation is that the
general elections are more attractive to corporations.

Other aspect is that political parties use local elec-
tions to consolidate their power where they are already
strong.

5.2 Power metrics results
To evaluate the metrics, we consider a list with the top
100 politicians from the National Congress (Senators and
Federal Deputies) according to our power metric and
compared it with the list generated by DIAP (acronym
for Intersindical Parliamentary Assessors Department, in
Portuguese) for the years 2015, 2016 and 2017. We iden-
tify that 54 of our top politicians were present at DIAP’s
2015 list, 58 at DIAP’s 2016 list and 55 at DIAP’s 2017 list
[37]. In [38] the authors ranked Brazilian Congressman
using topological metrics and also used DIAP’s list as a
target list. Our metrics surpasses their results by 2 times,
as they identified 27 percent of DIAP’s list. The com-
plete table comparing our findings with DIAP’s list can
be found at https://github.com/LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/
JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys.

Fig. 7 Big contributors by sector - local elections

https://github.com/LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys
https://github.com/LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys
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Table 3 Top 20 corporate donors considering power metrics

Donor Economic sector Amount donated Power

JBS S.A. Food industry R$461,906,491.50 (USD 139,971,664.09) 8,469,995.50

Camargo Correa S.A. Construction industry R$160,532,670.00 (USD 48,646,263.63) 5,736,437.16

Distribuidora Coimbra Food industry R$10,132,727.23 (USD 3,070,523.40) 2,344,361.60

MRM Construtora Ltda. Construction industry R$6,667,935.81 (USD 2,020,586.60) 2,243,714.02

Construtora OAS Ltda. Construction industry R$184,189,411.00 (USD 55,814,973.03) 2,180,936.95

Unimed-SP Health industry R$7,555,159.69 (USD 2,289,442.33) 2,119,977.49

Brasal Refrigerantes S.A Food industry R$6,048,827.65 (USD 1,832,978.07) 2,077,636.50

Banco BMG S.A. Bank R$77,434,500.00 (USD 23,465,000.00) 1,940,134.09

UTC Engenharia S.A. Construction industry R$97,757,244.08 (USD 29,623,407.29) 1,320,633.52

Schincariol Cervejas S.A. Food industry R$19,830,881.98 (USD 6,009,358.17) 1,294,333.36

Usina Caete S.A. Food industry R$4,859,941.20 (USD 1,472,709.45) 1,249,380.86

Serrana Emp. e Part. Ltda. Retail industry R$3,962,270.00 (USD 1,200,687.87) 1,217,237.53

Aracruz Celulose S.A. Mining and energy industry R$13,395,512.63 (USD 4,059,246.25) 1,196,812.41

Cia Brasileira Met e Min. Mining and energy industry R$25,208,000.00 (USD 7,638,787.87) 973,707.60

Vega Eng. Ambiental S.A. Construction industry R$20,007,000.00 (USD 6,062,727.27) 921,709.97

Serveng Civilsan S.A. Construction industry R$38,339,790.00 (USD 11,618,118.18) 872,402.45

CENECT Education R$3,270,514.89 (USD 991,065.11) 856,201.09

Petroquimica União S.A. Mining and energy industry R$6,930,000.00 (USD 2,100,000.00) 752,079.03

Caemi Mineracao e Met. S.A. Mining and energy industry R$22,970,000.00 (USD 6,960,606.06) 709,993.41

Bracol Holding Ltda. Health industry R$15,677,000.00 (USD 4,750,606.06) 703,110.32

The power analysis allowed us to extract the most
powerful corporate and personal donors in Brazilian sce-
nario. Tables 3 and 4 show the top influences Brazilian
politicians are subjected to and the amount of money
involved in donations3. We can see the strength of food
industry as well as the presence of big construction cor-
porations. As can be observed, the power metric does
not have a direct relation to the amount donated. As
an example, we can highlight that Distribuidora Coim-
bra and MRM Construtora Ltda donated much less than

Construtora OAS Ltda. but have a greater power mea-
sure. Although the names on Table 4 may be unknown
for many people, they highlight hidden influences some-
times bigger than corporate ones. Most of the persons on
the list are owners of big companies in Brazil or billion-
aire politicians. We can also extract the relation between
the powerful donors and the political parties, as showed
on Tables 5 and 6.
We analyzed power distribution among political parties.

Table 7 shows the top ten parties in the Brazilian political

Table 4 Top 10 personal donors considering power metrics

Donor Professional activity Amount donated Power

Marcelo Beltrão de Almeida Politician R$14,610,678.12 (USD 4,427,478.21) 1,723,709.53

Ronaldo Cesar Coelho Politician R$9,024,500.00 (USD 2,734,696.96) 1,563,693.91

Alexandre Grendene Bartelle Textile industry R$11,882,000.00 (USD 3,600,606.06) 706,411.27

Guilherme Peirão Leal Cosmetic industry R$16,558,265.64 (USD 5,017,656.25) 686,386.03

Maria Alice Setubal Banker R$3,254,700.00 (USD 986,272.72) 657,786.52

Jorge Alberto V. Studart Gomes Fertiliser industry R$19,491,668.70 (USD 5,906,566.27) 490,161.89

Sebastiao de Barros Quintao Politician R$5,704,349.46 (USD 1,728,590.74) 353,685.14

Manoel Salviano Sobrinho Politician R$1,526,950.00 (USD 462,712.12) 337,352.54

João G. Vasconcelos Politician R$1,252,000.00 (USD 379,393,93) 276,021.08
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Table 5 Distribution of donations from top 20 corporate donors considering power metrics among political parties

Donor PT PSDB PMDB Other

JBS S.A. 29.58% 17.74% 17.22% 35.47%

Camargo Correa S.A. 38.33% 19.36% 8.43% 33.87%

Distribuidora Coimbra 0.49% 0% 1.98% 97.52%

MRM Construtora Ltda. 3.06% 1.72% 0.45% 94.77%

Construtora OAS Ltda. 36.31% 16.15% 19.25% 28.29%

Unimed-SP 3.08% 14.88% 2.68% 2.68%

Brasal Refrigerantes S.A 0% 39.97% 5.27% 54.76%

Banco BMG S.A. 15.39% 22.38% 19.54% 42.69%

UTC Engenharia S.A. 49.76% 12.1% 7.93% 30.22%

Schincariol Cervejas S.A. 25.65% 20.88% 9.63% 43.83%

Usina Caete S.A. 2.06% 8.23% 2.67% 87.04%

Serrana Emp. e Part. Ltda. 0% 75.71% 0% 24.29%

Aracruz Celulose S.A. 8.64% 14.62% 14.4% 62.35%

Cia Brasileira Met e Min. 31.38% 32.97% 5.85% 29.8%

Vega Eng. Ambiental S.A. 30.56% 18.44% 13.33% 37.66%

Serveng Civilsan S.A. 33.08% 19.38% 18.72% 28.81%

CENECT 2.37% 0% 13.19% 84.44%

Petroquimica União S.A. 58.28% 27.29% 0% 14.43%

Caemi Mineracao e Met. S.A. 21.64% 28.73% 18.5% 31.12%

Bracol Holding Ltda. 14.16% 38.71% 13.78% 33.37%

scenario. The four major parties lead the list, but we can
also see local representations (PMDB-RJ and PMDB-RN)
among the top powerful groups.
Another aspect to be noticed is the amount of money

that flows between parties that are considered adversaries,
especially from big parties to smaller ones, as we can see
in Table 8.
As stated in Section 2, the analysis of power is incom-

plete unless we detail who is the subject of this power.
We could notice some famous and supposed powerful
politicians that were not top-ranked in our list. We chose
two of them to go into their poweredge details. They are

quite similar: both from the same state (RJ), both fed-
eral deputies with important positions (head of Congress)
and both received around the same amount in campaign
donations. Our purpose is to detect if they have similar
power structure. (i) Eduardo Cunha was a federal con-
gressman from Rio de Janeiro, head of Congress for five
years and the main leader of the impeachment process
of president Dilma Rouseff that occurred in 2016. On
19 October 2016, Cunha was arrested by the Brazilian
Federal Police, accused of hiding approximately 40 million
dolars in secret bank accounts and on trying to tamper
with investigations against him. His poweredges can be

Table 6 Distribution of donations from top 10 personal donors considering power metrics

Donor PT PSDB PMDB Other

Marcelo Beltrão de Almeida 0% 0% 92.88% 7.12%

Ronaldo Cesar Coelho 0% 78% 1.11% 20.88%

Alexandre Grendene Bartelle 18.35% 1.68% 4.63% 75.35%

Guilherme Peirão Leal 0.27% 0.72% 0% 99%

Maria Alice Setubal 0.34% 0% 0% 99.66%

Jorge Alberto V. Studart Gomes 2.82% 69.98% 1.9% 25.29%

Sebastiao de Barros Quintao 0% 0.11% 93.94% 5.95%

Manoel Salviano Sobrinho 8.51% 79.5% 3.27% 8.71%

João G. Vasconcelos 0% 77.04% 0% 22.95%
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Table 7 Top 10 political parties considering power metrics and
amount received from donations

Political party Amount Power

PT R$436,332,524.41 (USD 132,221,977.09) 88,436,210.45

PSDB R$445,523,080.73 (USD 135,006,994.16) 51,349,025.82

PMDB R$480,911,762.51 (USD 145,730,837.12) 45,097,493.38

DEM R$218,044,710.66 (USD 66,074,154.74) 44,687,249.94

PP R$187,118,561.68 (USD 56,702,594.44) 38,629,296.94

PR R$157,089,752.94 (USD 47,602,955.43) 35,979,690.01

PMDB-RJ R$101,179,196.29 (USD 30,660,362.51) 29,128,610.34

PMDB-RN R$63,189,546.19 (USD 19,148,347.33) 24,963,565.67

PSB R$209,921,220.91 (USD 63,612,491.18) 23,874,485.52

found in Table 9. (ii) Rodrigo Maia is also a federal con-
gressman from Rio de Janeiro and was nominated head of
Congress in Brazil after Eduardo Cunha was arrested. His
poweredges can be found in Table 10.
Considering that a positive poweredge means that the

candidate has more power and a negative one means the
donor is the one who rules the relationship, we can see
Eduardo Cunha is totally subjected to his party (PMDB-RJ)
and, with less force, to two big construction industry play-
ers, Camargo Correa S.A. and Construtora Norberto Ode-
brecht S.A., both deeply involved in recent bribe scandals
in Brazil.
Rodrigo Maia’s poweredges show much more balanced

relationships, with smaller values on the negative side.
This means he is more independent from his campaign
donors, from his party and, therefore, more powerful, as
the calculations bellow demonstrate.
According to the proposed Eq. 5, the general power for

Mr. Cunha is calculated using: (a) sum of his poweredges:
-1,072,756; (b) his δ factor: 9, the count of different eco-
nomic sector he traded with; and (c) his � factor: 4,
obtained in Table 1 for Federal Deputy, considering the
following result: PowerEduardoCunha = 9 ∗ 4 ∗ −1, 072,
756 = −38, 619, 216.
Similarly, the power for Mr. Maia is calculated (a) sum

of his poweredges: 650,232; (b) his δ factor: 8; and (c) his

Table 8 Money donated from political party to another political
party

From To Amount

PMDB PSB R$ 18,075,976.00 (USD 5,477,568.48)

PMDB DEM R$ 1,600,000.00 (USD 484,848.48)

PSDB PDT R$ 816,000.00 (USD 247,272.72)

PSDB PSD R$ 576,000.00 (USD 174,545.45)

PT PC do B R$ 2,195,538.00 (USD 665,314.54)

PT PCB R$ 2,100,000.00 (USD 636,363.63)

PT PR R$ 1,542,200.00 (USD 467,333.33)

� factor: 4, as he is also a Federal Deputy, considering the
following result: PowerRodrigoMaia = 8 ∗ 4 ∗ 650, 232 =
20, 807, 424.
Complete tables with poweredges, all the data, source

code and network files are available in https://github.com/
LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys. and
are free to use under the GNU license.

6 Conclusion
This article presented metrics for power analysis on polit-
ical and economic networks based on sociologist Manuel
Castells’ Network Theory of Power. Such environment,
where power is the result of a constant clash of forces,
is hard to analyze and to quantify. Such challenge was
reinforced by the specific scenario we chose to evaluate
our proposal: Brazilian politics. With almost 6000 cities,
23 states, Brazil is facing a critic moment is its democ-
racy. To identify whose interests are behind each political
group or individual politician is key to have citizens better
informed.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

(i) we developed quantitative metrics for power analysis
on political network using domain knowledge combined
with classical SNA metrics; (ii) in order to evaluate our
metrics, we applied our metrics to a Brazilian economic
and political network based on campaign donations in
Brazil since 2002. Then, we compared our list of the top
100 powerful congressman with a well-known list pub-
lished every year with good results; (iii) we performed a
detailed analysis of some aspects in Brazilian politics that
revealed what are the top influencing corporations and
persons in this scenario and also the flow of money from
one political party to another; and finally (iv) we provided
a detailed analysis of power relations in Brazilian scenario
from 2002 to 2016, with the publication of a clean and
fine-grained dataset for future research.
Some limitations can be listed though: data about

activity sector was not complete in our dataset and
should be extracted from alternative sources manually.
This limited our computation of switching power and
was made only for donors above 1 million Brazilian
Reais. The metrics gave a glimpse of the dynamic of
power involved in Brazilian elections, but rules are
changing fast for campaign donation and money laun-
dry and bribes networks are hard to capture only with
official data.
Some future enhancement are needed and planned: we

intend to redesign the power metric to show relative val-
ues inside the network, instead of big absolute values. We
will also integrate information about company owners to
reveal hidden connections behind donations and politi-
cians.We plan to add connections in the network between
candidates and their individual campaign committees. In
the present study donations for these committees were

https://github.com/LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys
https://github.com/LinkedOpenDataUFRJ/JISA_Article_PowerAnalisys
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Table 9 Eduardo Cunha’s poweredges

Donor Economic sector Amount donated Influence Bargain Poweredge

PMDB-RJ Political party R$4,500,000 (USD 1,363,636) 0.351369 0.044476 -1,381,018

PMDB-RJ Political party R$3,500,000 (USD 1,060,606) 0.273287 0.117898 -543,861

CAMARGO CORREA S.A. Construction industry R$500,000 (USD 151,515) 0.039041 0.003115 -17,963

PP-RJ Political party R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.007808 0.005282 -252

CONSTRUTORA NORBERTO ODEBRECHT S.A. Construction industry R$40,000 (USD 12,121) 0.003123 0.000492 -105

PMDB-RJ Political party R$32,480 (USD 9,842) 0.002536 0.000554 -64

CONCREMAT ENGENHARIA E TECNOLOGIA S/A Construction industry R$6,000 (USD 1,818) 0.000468 0.000691 1

UNIÃO NORTE FLUMINENSE ENG E COM LTDA Construction industry R$3,000 (USD 909) 0.000234 0.003645 10

DELTA CONTRUÇÕES S/A Construction industry R$10,100 (USD 3,060) 0.000789 0.002404 16

SIQUEIRA CASTRO ADVOGADOS Law firm R$3,000.00 (USD 909) 0.000234 0.010490 30

CONSTRUTORA CARVALHO ALMEIDA LTDA. Construction industry R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000390 0.015528 75

VECTRA S/A PARTIC.IMOBILIARIAS LTDA Construction industry R$500 (USD 151) 0.000039 0.200000 99

EMISSAO ENGENHARIA CONSTRUTORA LTDA Construction industry R$7,500 (USD 2,272) 0.000586 0.016009 115

MIGUEL FERNANDEZ Y FERNANDEZ R$1,500 (USD 454) 0.000117 0.103448 155

ALEX DO NASCIMENTO GONZAGA R$800 (USD 242) 0.000063 0.285918 228

RIBEIRO GUIMARÃES ENGENHARIA LTDA Construction industry R$500 (USD 151) 0.000039 1.000000 499

BANCO PROSPER S/A Bank R$15,000 (USD 4,545) 0.001171 0.056391 828

EVERALDO DIAS PEREIRA Religious and politician R$2,000 (USD 606) 0.000156 0.498554 996

CUKIER CUKIER ADV.ASS.S/C LTDA Law firm R$1,000 (USD 303) 0.000078 1.000000 999

ALTAIR ALVES PINTO R$1,000 (USD 303) 0.000078 1.000000 999

COMITÊ FINANCEIRO ÚNICO Political party R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.007808 0.022470 1,466

EDILBERTO MELLO DE SOUZA BRAGA R$1,500 (USD 454) 0.000117 1.000000 1,499

ADVOCACIA ELIEL MELO E VASCONCELOS S/C Law firm R$1,500 (USD 454) 0.000117 1.000000 1,499

JOAQUIM RIBEIRO TORRES LOUREIRO R$2,000 (USD 606) 0.000156 1.000000 1,999

WALDYR MARÇAL RODRIGUES R$2,000 (USD 606) 0.000156 1.000000 1,999

JOSE MAURICIO MELLETI DE OLIVEIRA R$2,000 (USD 606) 0.000156 1.000000 1,999

BLOKOS ENGENHARIA LTDA Construction industry R$25,000 (USD 7,575) 0.001952 0.119048 2,927

MARDEN DE FARIA MEIRA R$4,000 (USD 1,212) 0.000312 1.000000 3,998

ARKHE SERVICOS DE ENGENHARIA Construction industry R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000390 1.000000 4,998

CONSÓRCIO CBPO/VIA/CARIOCA/BROCHIER/ECL Construction industry R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000390 1.000000 4,998

CLAUDIA CORDEIRO CRUZ Politician R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000390 1.000000 4,998

ANTONIO ERNESTO CAMARGOWANDERLEY R$5,500 (USD 1,666) 0.000429 1.000000 5,497

ALUIZIO MEYER DE GOUVEA COSTA Politician R$5,500 (USD 1,666) 0.000429 1.000000 5,497

CGB CONSTRUTORA GUIA BRASIL LTDA. Construction industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.003904 0.142857 6,947

DIMENSIONAL ENGENHARIA LTDA. Construction industry R$145,000 (USD 43,939) 0.011322 0.061886 7,331

C3 PROD. ARTISTICAS JORNALISTICAS LTDA. R$11,000 (USD 3,333) 0.000859 0.873016 9,593

IGUATEMI EMPRESA DE SHOPPING CENTERS S.A. Retail industry R$500,000 (USD 151,515) 0.039041 0.069832 15,395

SHOPPING CENTERS REUNIDOS DO BRASIL LTDA. Retail industry R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.007808 0.166667 15,885

OLIVEIRA FRANCISCO SILVA Religious and politician R$30,000 (USD 9,090) 0.002342 0.545455 16,293

DOMINGOS INACIO BRAZÃO Politician R$64,205 (USD 19,456) 0.005013 0.292418 18,452

SPC SERVIÇO DE PROTEÇÃO AO CRÉDITO Retail industry R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.007808 0.284595 27,678

TEMON TEC.MONTAGENS CONSTR.LTDA Construction industry R$110,000 (USD 33,333) 0.008589 0.353698 37,961

LIDER TAXI AÉREO S.A. - AIR BRASIL Air carrier R$700,000 (USD 212,121) 0.054657 0.138378 58,604

RIMA INDUSTRIAL S.A. Mining and energy industry R$1,000,000 (USD 303,030) 0.078082 0.147673 69,591
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Table 9 Eduardo Cunha’s poweredges (Continued)

Donor Economic sector Amount donated Influence Bargain Poweredge

USINA NAVIRI S.A. AÇUCAR E ALCOOL Mining and energy industry R$500,000 (USD 151,515) 0.039041 0.190259 75,608

ALEXANDRE BARBOSA JAGUARIBE R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.007808 1.000000 99,219

EDUARDO COSENTINO DA CUNHA Politician R$103,477 (USD 31,356) 0.008080 1.000000 102,641

ALVARO LUIZ ALVES LIMA ALVARES OTERO R$150,000 (USD 45,454) 0.011712 0.714286 105,386

GASOIL SERVIÇOS LTDA Mining and energy industry R$250,000 (USD 75,757) 0.019520 0.641519 155,499

Table 10 Rodrigo Maia’s poweredges

Donor Economic sector Amount donated Influence Bargain Poweredge

PR-RJ Political party R$1,300,000 (USD 393,939) 0.106993 0.053379 -69,698

BANCO ITAÚ S.A. Bank R$340,000 (USD 103,030) 0.027983 0.004010 -8,150

DEM-SP Political party R$250,000 (USD 75,757) 0.020576 0.016655 -980

CONSTRUTORA OAS LTDA Construction industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.000271 -192

CONSTRUCOES E COMERCIO CAMARGO CORREA SA Construction industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.000311 -190

KLABIN SA Mining and energy industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.003052 -53

PMDB-RJ Political party R$24,790 (USD 7,512) 0.002040 0.000423 -40

ELEIÇÃO 2014 RAFAEL CARNEIRO MONTEIRO PICCIANI Politician R$4,050 (USD 1,227) 0.000333 0.025141 100

COMPANHIA BRASILEIRA DE PETROLEO IPIRANGA Mining and energy industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.006275 108

BES INVESTIMENTOS DO BRASIL S.A Bank R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000412 0.038285 189

BOLSA DE VALORES DE SÃO PAULO Bank R$27,000 (USD 8,181) 0.002222 0.011873 260

UNIPAR-UNIAO DE INDUSTRIAS PETROQUIMICAS SA Mining and energy industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.009366 262

BOLSA DE MERCADORIAS E FUTUROS Bank R$80,000 (USD 24,242) 0.006584 0.011803 417

MARCIO GERALDO SILVA R$1,000 (USD 303) 0.000082 0.500000 499

SÃO PAULO ADM DE ATIVOS PRÓPRIOS E HOLDING LTDA Retail industry R$30,000 (USD 9,090) 0.002469 0.019253 503

PRESLAF EMPRESA SERVIÇOS HOSP. LTDA Health industry R$60,000 (USD 18,181) 0.004938 0.015544 636

RONALDO CEZAR COELHO Politician R$150,000 (USD 45,454) 0.012345 0.016621 641

RENASCE - REDE NACIONAL DE SHOPPING CENTERS LTDA Retail industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.017749 681

AUSTRÁLIA EMPREENDIMENTOS IMOBILIÁRIOS LTDA Construction industry R$75,000 (USD 22,727) 0.006173 0.020921 1,106

AIB-ASSOCIACAO IMOBILIARIA BRASILEIRA Construction industry R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.008230 0.020017 1,178

AILTON ASSIS SALLES R$1,500 (USD 454) 0.000123 1.000000 1,499

SENDAS SA Retail industry R$20,000 (USD 6,060) 0.001646 0.121212 2,390

COMPANHIA BRASILEIRA DE LIQUIDAÇÃO E CUSTÓDIA Bank R$53,000 (USD 16,060) 0.004362 0.049556 2,395

ARACRUZ CELULOSE SA Mining and energy industry R$60,000 (USD 18,181) 0.004938 0.050252 2,718

ANTÔNIO JOSÉ ALMEIDA CARNEIRO Mining and energy industry R$180,000 (USD 54,545) 0.014814 0.031477 2,999

BRASCAN ENERGETICA SA Construction industry R$30,000 (USD 9,090) 0.002469 0.130435 3,838

ADMINISTRADORA SHOPPING NOVA AMERICA SC LTDA Retail industry R$25,000 (USD 7,575) 0.002058 0.185185 4,578

CBC SHOPPING CENTERS SA Retail industry R$20,000 (USD 6,060) 0.001646 0.236686 4,700

GUILHERME FORTES FERREIRA R$10,000 (USD 3,303) 0.000823 0.500000 4,991

BES SECURITIES DO BRASIL S/A - CCVM Bank R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000412 1.000000 4,997

INTERATLÂNTICO S/A Retail industry R$5,000 (USD 1,515) 0.000412 1.000000 4,997

ICATU HOLDING S/A Bank R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 0.150602 7,324

JORGE ELIAS NADER DUBA R$10,000 (USD 3,303) 0.000823 0.762195 7,613

STAR ONE S.A Telecommunication industry R$200,000 (USD 60,606) 0.016460 0.059347 8,577

AMICO SAÚDE LTDA Health industry R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.008230 0.099010 9,077

GATÃO VEÍCULOS LTDA Retail industry R$10,000 (USD 3,303) 0.000823 1.000000 9,991
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Table 10 Rodrigo Maia’s poweredges (Continued)

Donor Economic Sector Amount donated Influence Bargain Poweredge

EMCCAMP EDIFICAÇÕES LTDA Construction industry R$60,000 (USD 18,181) 0.004938 0.375000 22,203

LABORATÓRIOS MÉDICOS DR. SERGIO FRANCO LTDA Health industry R$60,000 (USD 18,181) 0.004938 0.400000 23,703

HOSPITAL DE CLÍNICAS DE NITERÓI LTDA Health industry R$100,000 (USD 30,303) 0.008230 0.250000 24,176

ALMAC ADMINISTRACAO E CORRETAGEM SC LTDA Retail industry R$28,000 (USD 8,484) 0.002304 1.000000 27,935

PFL-RJ Political party R$39,758 (USD 12,048) 0.003272 0.977864 38,748

SAMUEL GARSON Retail industry R$40,000 (USD 12,121) 0.003292 1.000000 39,868

CYRELA MONZA EMPREENDIMENTOS IMOBILIÁRIOS LTDA Construction industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 1.000000 49,794

CYRELA IPANEMA EMPREENDIMENTOS IMOB. LTDA Construction industry R$50,000 (USD 15,151) 0.004115 1.000000 49,794

ENESSE COM E PARTICIPACOES LTDA Retail industry R$120,000 (USD 36,363) 0.009876 0.705882 83,520

RIBEIRA EMPREENDIMENTOS IMOBILIARIOS LTDA Construction industry R$138,000 (USD 41,818) 0.011358 0.734043 99,730

CESAR EPITACIO MAIA Politician R$284,343 (USD 86,164) 0.023402 0.661508 181,441

considered as donations to the political party, instead of to
individual candidate. Finally, we intend to capture domain
information from alternative datasets to evaluate if politi-
cians or donors are religious leaders, owners of communi-
cation corporations or financial operators, because these
networks should wield more power in the evaluation of
switching power, according to Castells.

Endnotes
1 Journalist information on bribe scandals in Brazil

can be found in http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-
america-35810578, https://theintercept.com/2017/08/03
/brazils-corrupt-congress-protects-its-bribe-drenched-
president-finalizing-elites-two-year-plot/ and https://
www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/01/brazil-
operation-car-wash-is-this-the-biggest-corruption-
scandal-in-history

2Historical inflation taxes in Brazil: 1999: 8.94%, 2000:
5.97%, 2001: 7.67%, 2002: 12.53%, 2003: 9.30%, 2004:
7.60%, 2005: 5.69%, 2006: 3.14%, 2007: 4.46%, 2008: 5.90%,
2009: 4.31%, 2010: 5.91%, 2011: 6.50%, 2012: 5.84%, 2013:
5.91%, 2014: 6.41%, 2015: 10.67%, 2016: 6.29%, 2017:
2.95%. As an example, 2 million Brazilian Reais in 1998 is
equivalent to 6.5 million in 2016.

3 Exchange rate: 1 USD = R$ 3.30. Official dollar
exchange rate for 12/31/2017
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